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As well as simply being a place to sit, The AllStool serves at 
least 25 additional functions for the user.  By making 
pluralized and multiuse products, fewer specialized objects 
are needed in a living space therefore ensuring a minimal, 
less cluttered home.  As it can be used for so many 
secondary purposes, this product will also have a longer 
life, which is better for the environment.

The AllStool can be made of various materials dependent 
upon the users need and budget.  This stool is handmade 
from natural wood, Ash, which came from the Chicago area 
urban forest, a sustainable resource.   In addition, the 
quality and craftsmanship of the stool will extend its usable 
life, and the individual character will add value to the user, 
creating an object that is passed down to the next 
generation.

The AllStool is also meant to be an impetus for people to 
think more about their stuff-not only its current uses, but the 
possibilities to extend this. Truly a livable object, The 
AllStool looks simple yet is supported by a complex and 
user-friendly system that solves problems while being 
attractive.

AllSTOOL “It’s a stool but so much more...” a place to sit
side table
stepstool
bar stool
coffee table
ottoman
bench
room divider
laptop stand
filing cabinet
closet organization
storage container
shelves
remote control station
bedside table
laundry hamper
garbage can
recycling station 
tray 
magazine holder
outdoor stool
outdoor table
planter

Wendy Uhlman is a student of Industrial Design at the University of IL, Chicago focusing on how thinking broader and more long term in product design can change the 
way we make things and how we use them.  She believes that through a more focused and responsible process in the creation of objects, designers have the ability to 
make decisions and communicate ideas to people that are better for the environment and our future.  She is currently working on a practical rating system for products 
that would clearly communicate environmental impact to consumers.  
See more at www.coroflot.com/wu.         
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“Never underestimate the versatility of the humble stool... 
especially not when so many people are trying to carve out space in a home or cramped apartment.  
Nomadic stools move effortlessly from room to room... many do double duty.”
New York Times 2/2001

“In my case, I used the 
elements of these simple 
forms - square, cube, line 
and color - to produce logi-
cal systems. Most of these 
systems were finite; that is, 
they were complete using all 
possible variations. This kept 
them simple.” 
Sol LeWitt

Inspiration:     
      The Stool           The Cube

Sustainability Factor:     

   Material Source - Ash wood from Horigan Urban Forest Products - “We are committed to the environment by reducing the number of trees removed from the forest, the amount of fuel 
     consumed for transportation, and the amount of carbon that is released into the atmosphere by sequestering it as hardwood lumber.”   

   Dual Purpose - more function = overall less material use and longer use life
     
   Efficient use of material = less waste   

   Value - well made, durable, classic and beautiful = longer use/increased product life

Opportunity:
Where is versatility and efficiency needed?
The home
The workplace
Healthcare
Restaurants

Possible User Groups:
Child1-12
Teenager -12-18
Young Adult - 18-25 
Young Professionals - 25-40 
Adult - 40-60
Older Adult - 60-90 

 Ideal :
 The small home...
    25-40 yr. old urban professional with 
 small spaces and a desire to 
 organize their stuff and go enjoy life.

 Prioritize:         
  -sleek
  -stylish
  -classic   
  -minimal
  -elegant
  -custom
  -versatility
  -quality
  -efficiency
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15”

15”

base

lid

1 stool =

6@ 15”x15” 

top side

side

routed indentation on top and bottom for 
stacking. 

note: felt lined bottom strip to prevent 
scratching to floor and stacked stool.

routed indentation on bottom for stacking and 
2 sides for ease in lifting.

15”

15”

To consider:
a way to assemble on site so flat packed is an 
option.

use a joinery that is less visible for cleaner edges .

sold as a set of 2-the 2nd could possibly be slightly 
smaller to fit inside the 1st but still stack on top...

Parts/cut list

Stool 1

Stool 2
Stool .5

inside

Stool 1

Stool .5
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See the AllSTOOL in real life 
at the Deceptive Design Show 
until January 4th, 2009 at The 
Chicago Cultural Center. 
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